ARIZONA BAND AND ORCHESTRA DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION
ALL-STATE JAZZ FESTIVAL OF HONOR
AUDITION ETUDES - SET 4
Composed by Mike Tomaro

2021 Auditions

Etude 1
Moderate Swing (d=160)

Etude 2
Judge’s Style Choice - Relaxed Swing or Bossa Nova (d=130)
(IF playing in Swing style, Walk; if Bossa Nova, play characteristic pattern for this style)

These etudes are the sole property of the Arizona Band and Orchestra Directors Association (ABODA).
The right to duplicate these etudes is granted only to ABODA and schools in the State of Arizona. They may be duplicated only for use in ABODA sanctioned auditions and auditions at individual schools that participate in ABODA sanctioned auditions.
Etude 3  Medium Samba (♩=100)

Fmin7(add11)  Continue Simile

Bb Maj9  Ab9

Cmin7  Fmin11

Bmin7  E7

Etude 4  Shuffle Funk - Swing 16ths, Straight 8ths (♩=90)

A7  Bmin7

E9  A7